USE OF COOKIES

The website of STAR DUST ITALIA S.p.A. uses cookies. Cookies are small text files that the websites
visited by the user send to his/her/its terminal (usually to his/her/its browser). Cookies are stored on
the user’s terminal and retransmitted to the same websites on the next visit by the same user. During
navigation on a website, the user’s terminal may also receive cookies from different websites or web
servers (the so-called “third-party cookies”). This happens because the visited website may have
elements, such as images, maps, sounds and specific links to web pages of other domains residing on
servers different from the one of the requested web page.

Under articles 13 and 122 of Legislative Decree no. 196/2003, STAR DUST ITALIA S.p.A., having its
headquarters in Rome, via di Tor Sapienza, 211, (“Data Controller”), informs you that its website has
two types of cookies:
1.

session cookies;

2.

persistent third-party cookies.

Session cookies
The use of the so-called session cookies (which are not stored persistently on the user’s computer
and disappear upon closing the browser) is strictly limited to the transmission of session identifiers
(random numbers generated by the server); these identifiers enable the user to explore the website
in a secure and efficient manner.

Third-party cookies
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Cookies of Google Analytics. The www.stardustitalia.it and http://shop.stardustitalia.it/ websites use
Google Analytics only for statistical purposes. These cookies collect data in aggregated form to
monitor and analyse user’s accesses to all the sections of the website. The data generated by the
cookies on the use of the website are communicated to Google Inc. The user may connect to the
Google Inc.’s website https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout to obtain further details and to
disable the storage of these cookies on his/her/its terminal, because their use for navigation on STAR
DUST ITALIA S.p.A.’s website is optional.

The following is the list of cookies that may be acquired by navigating on our website, divided by
purpose and duration.

Cookie Name
959ae775048aedc2
36e839baec3f8a83

Domain

jfcookie[lang]

shop.stardustitalia.it

shop.stardustitalia.it

StarDust_Cart_v4_7
shop.stardustitalia.it
0

Description
Expiry
Used by the Joomla! CMS for the
Session
operation of the website.
Used to save the language in which the
1 day
website is displayed.
Cookies needed for the operation of the
1 day
shopping basket.

Type
Necessary
Necessary
Needed

The personal data possibly contained in the cookies of STAR DUST ITALIA S.p.A.’s website will not be
disclosed and will be processed with automatic tools for the time strictly necessary to achieve the
purposes for which they have been collected. Specific measures will be taken to prevent loss and
unlawful or incorrect use of the data, as well as accesses that are not authorised or do not conform
to the purposes of the collection of the data.
The persons to whom the processed data refer enjoy the rights covered by article 7 of Legislative
Decree no. 196/2003 that they may exercise at any time by writing to the “e-mail address” or to the
headquarters of the Data Controller.
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Use of other websites
We recommend users to read the privacy and cookie policies of the websites that they visit through
the links of STAR DUST ITALIA S.p.A’s website.
The website may contain links to other websites, for which we will not be responsible in terms of
protection and privacy of the data provided during visits thereto. The other websites are not
protected by this privacy and cookie policy. Therefore, users should pay attention to and carefully
read the privacy and cookie policies of the other websites.
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